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An Immersive Experience
WHAT IS VIEWEET 360?

Vieweet 360 lets you capture 360 degree virtual tours / interactive videos directly from your smartphone or tablet using our the Vieweet app & Vieweet’s fish eye lens kit. The Vieweet App will then automatically stitch all your images together to create high quality panoramas of your property, which you can then customise to suit your needs.

Creating professionally looking panoramic tours has never been so easy!

SEE EXAMPLE: http://vieweet.com/pano/KVFTUULN
WHAT DO I NEED TO CREATE A VIEWEET 360 VIRTUAL TOUR /VIDEO?
HARDWARE

Vieweet’s customised 190 degree fish eye lens

Vieweet’s mobile phone cover or metal ring

Optional: Vieweet monopod (iPhone 4 & 5 only)

Any android or apple smart phone or tablet
The Vieweet fish eye lens has a magnetic end. This then attaches to the Vieweet ‘metal ring’ (left image) or Vieweet mobile phone cover (right image) which has a metallic ring that goes over the devices camera.
HOW DO YOU CREATE A VIEWEET 360 VIRTUAL TOUR?
No previous photography skills are required, the Vieweet app will assist you.

All image stitching is automated within the app.

Simple and easy to use.
HOW TO TAKE VIEWEET 360 PHOTOS

Photo 1
Take the first photo
(Zero Degrees)

Photo 2
Rotate / twist device 90 degrees clockwise
(90 Degrees)

Photo 3
Rotate / twist device another 90 degrees clockwise
(180 Degrees)

Photo 4
Rotate / twist device another 90 degrees clockwise
(270 Degrees)
HOW TO TAKE VIEWEET 360 PHOTOS

Important

When rotating 90 degrees, always keep the device steady and at the same height.

Always keep the device on the same axis point from the ground up and step around in a circle as per diagram.

Use the gyroscope button on the top right of the screen to assist.
Our free app will guide you in taking the photos for each panorama.

When Gyroscope is active. As the phone rotates the dynamic degrees will change. Use this to take photos at 90, 180 & 270 degrees.

The cross hairs will light up ‘green’ when device is ready to take your next photo.

Press to activate Gyroscope which will assist you in taking photos.
Customise and link your panoramas to create your 360 virtual tours

Link your panoramics with hotspots directly from your mobile device or from the desktop
HOW TO ADD HOTSPOTS
1. Click ‘Manage Your Tours’ and select the property you want to create hotspots for

2. Select the panorama you want to make hotspots for

3. Double tap exactly on the screen where you want the hotspot to be e.g. on a door

4. All the panoramas for that property will appear, select the panorama you want to link the hotspot to

To delete a hotspot double tap on the hotspot and select “Yes”
1. Select which panorama you want to create the hotspot/ link for and click ‘Links’

2. Click on the image where you want the hotspot to be.

TIP: Use the zoom button above the image to help you place the hotspot exactly where you want it e.g. over a door

3. Choose a symbol
You now have a choice of design (symbol) for the hotspot

TIP: Click “Navigation” and the icon style of your choice. We recommend for linking panoramas to use the “Floor” icon
4. Choose a colour
You now have a choice of colour for the hotspot.

5. Choose your Destination
To link this panorama to another panorama select ‘Panorama’.

(You also have the option of linking your hotspot/panorama to images, PDF, Video or URL.)

6. Enter the Hotspot information
PANORAMAS: thumbnails of all the panoramas in this Virtual Tour will appear (SEE IMAGE). Click which panorama you want.

PDF, FILM, PHOTO: Upload the relevant file for the hotspot.

URL: Enter the website URL you want to link the hotspot to.

Once you have entered the information click ‘Validate’.

Click on the Panorama and you will be able to see your hotspot!

To delete a hotspot click on the hotspot and then the ‘Delete’ button above.
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